Life-threatening adverse events of antiepileptic drugs.
Treating a patient with antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) may give rise to unexpected life-threatening adverse events. Despite extensive experimental and clinical testing to ensure safety, most AEDs on the market have been associated with cases of severe cutaneous reactions, serious hematological disorders, or hepatic failure. Most of these disorders emerge as idiosyncratic immune-mediated disease or are related to toxic metabolic products of the AEDs. Early diagnosis is the only means of reducing the harmful, potentially fatal effects of these reactions. A high degree of suspicion, knowledge of risk factors, and close physician-patient contact increases the likelihood of early diagnosis and treatment. When diagnosed, severe reactions must be fully documented and reported to health authorities. The very rare occurrence of life threatening events should not, in general, limit treatment decision-making. Future epidemiological, chemical, and genetic research might provide methods for ascertaining which patients are at risk, so undue exposure can be avoided.